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To keep check on import of

low-quality products, dumping of

goods by a third country routed

through an FTA1 partner country

and misuse of the FTAs, Chapter VAA

of the Customs Act, 1962 (“the

Customs Act”) containing Section

28DA thereof providing for

procedure to be followed for

claiming preferential rate has been

inserted vide the Finance Act, 2020.

The Federal Government notified

the CAROTAR to come into effect

from September 21, 2020, to

supplement operational certification

procedures related to implementation of the Rules of Origin

prescribed under respective trade agreements such as FTA, PTA,

CECA, CEPA2 (“the Rules of Origin”).

Section 28DA of the Customs Act makes it obligatory upon

an importer to possess sufficient information of the manner in

which country of origin criteria including regional value content

and product specific criteria specified in the Rules of Origin are

satisfied. For the purpose, the CAROTAR prescribes Form-I which

contains list of basic minimum information which an importer is

required to obtain while importing goods under claim for

preferential rate of duty. Further, importer is required to keep

supporting documents relating to such Form-I for atleast five

years from the date of filing of Bill of Entry.

Submission of Certificate of Origin (“COO”) does not absolve

importer of his responsibility to exercise reasonable care of

accuracy and truthfulness of information furnished. In terms of

the CAROTAR in case importer fails to furnish information and

documents required by the Customs Authorities or importer fails

to exercise reasonable care to ensure accuracy and truthfulness

of information furnished, all subsequent Bills of Entry filed by

such importer claiming preferential rate will be compulsorily

verified till such importer demonstrates that he has established

adequate system of controls to exercise reasonable care.

For claiming preferential rate, importer is required to make

declaration and provide specified information in Bill of Entry

filed for clearance of imported goods. Further, format of Bill of

Entry has also been modified vide the Bill of Entry (Forms)

(Amendment) Regulations, 2020 which came into effect from

September 21, 2020.

The Proper Officer has powers to deny preferential rate

claim of importer if COO is incomplete and not in prescribed

format or has alteration not authenticated by Issuing Authority

or its validity has expired or is issued for item not eligible for

preferential rate of duty under governing trade Agreement.

The Proper Officer may require importer to furnish

information and supporting documents in case he has reason to

believe that origin criteria has not been met, which may be

sought during customs clearance of goods or thereafter i.e.

during subsequent investigation or post-clearance audit.

The Proper Officer may request verification of COO from

the Verification Authority3 in specified circumstances where

importer fails to furnish requisite information or information

furnished by such importer is insufficient. Further, request for

verification can be made within five years from the date of claim

of preferential rate, subject to any other time limit specified in

governing Trade Agreement.

New Procedures for claiming preferential rates as India checks

dumping of low quality imports rerouted by misuse of FTAs
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1 FTA - Free Trade Agreement

2 PTA - Preferential Trade Agreement, CECA - Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement, CEPA - Comprehensive Economic Partnership

Agreement

3 Authority in exporting country or country of origin, designated to respond to verification request under trade agreement.

Pending verification, preferential treatment to goods may be

temporarily suspended with reasons for such suspension being

informed to Verification Authority. However, on request of

importer such goods may be released on furnishing security

equal to difference between duty provisionally assessed and

preferential duty claimed.

In case goods originating from an exporter or producer do

not meet origin criteria, the Customs Authorities may without

further verification reject other claims of preferential rate filed

before or after such determination for identical goods imported

from same exporter or producer which can be restored with

prospective effect after demonstrating that manufacturing and

origin related conditions have been modified by such exporter

or producer to fulfill origin requirements.

The claim for preferential rate will be disallowed if the same

is made by suppression of facts, wilful mis-statement or collusion

with the seller or any other person, with an intention to avail

undue benefit and the importer will be liable to penal action.

In case of conflict, the Rules of Origin prevail over the CAROTAR.
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